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About This Content

The superbly detailed EWS Class 66 V2.0 is now available for Train Simulator.

When British Rail’s freight operations were privatised in 1996, EWS brought most of BR’s freight operations, including many
locomotives that were unreliable or at the end of their useful life. EWS approached General Motors to seek replacements for the

ageing fleet, which saw the Class 66 enter service in 1998. The model was a replacement for the Class 59, from which it used
the same body shell but was updated with new internal fittings, control systems, 3,000hp engines and power units. More than
440 models were built, and seeing their success as part of the EWS fleet, many heavy freight companies ordered their own

models, including Freightliner, Direct Rail Services and EWS.

The EWS Class 66 V2.0 for Train Simulator is a re-worked model of a previous version, with an updated and improved interior
and re-modelled exterior. Available in EWS livery, the model features accurate brake control and centre-sprung brake lever,

accurate engine and horn sounds, JGA aggregate hopper wagons and OTA timber wagons.

The model also comes as Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive it on any Quick Drive enabled route for
Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the West Coast Main Line

North route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios
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Three scenarios for the West Coast Main Line North route:

Hoppers for Hunterston

Leaving Law

Timber Treatment

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Re-worked Class 66 in EWS livery

Improved cab interior

New exterior

Accurate brake control and centre-sprung brake lever

Accurate engine and horn sounds

JGA aggregate hopper wagons

OTA timber wagons

Scenarios for the West Coast Main Line North route

Quick Drive compatible

Download size: 71mb
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Title: Train Simulator: EWS Class 66 v2.0 Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Would not recommend to buy, very buggy. Stuck in game and cant continue because of bug. Tried to refund but since I left the
game on it says Ive played for 25 hrs and was rejected.. Fantastic game and such a devoted dev! Can't wait for the Soundtrack
Update and other new features.

Very interesting game mechanics without need to teleport all over the place put me inside the game 100 times better than
anything I've tried before. This is a whole new immersion level, I hope move devs can do this way.

Totally recommend.. This is excellent software so far. Sure, you can learn pretty much anything for free on the internet if you
can find what you need.

Here's why you should use this over the internet:

This software taught me things I wouldn't have thought to look up how to do.

The learning pace is very even and thought-out, you actually apply what you learned in the previous lesson to the current
lesson, which gives you a good feeling of progress.

It's fun, the program feels like it's from the 90's.

With every lesson (where needed), there is an example and a beat, both at slow\/fast paces. The beat often includes other
instruments playing the same notes as you are supposed to be, so not only do you sound awesome but you know exactly
where you should be as you practice.
Just remember, never skip over anything unless you can do it cleanly. Don't make excuses to yourself and move on to the
enxt lesson if you're tired of the current one.

Good luck!. Coming straight from Abrix the Robot, this game seemed to make sense, as the original had a nasty diffiulty
curve. After spending time with Abrix for "Kids" however, it's as if everything good about the original has been
removed and only the crap is left over. Somehow, the controls feel even more laggy then the orginal, which I'm not sure
how is even possible considering it's using the exactly the same base code. The new levels that I played where just
terrible.. the incorrectly spelt "Labirynth" levels do nothing but disorientate and frustrate.. the addition of poorly
implemented gnomes to avoid further adds to frustration. And this game is aimed at kids? I fail to see the point.. stick to
the original and completely avoid this disaster.. RTS Fans might like it.. 15，甚至比最终幻想更棒！ 是男人就买下了它！

China version of Final Fantasy 15! Extra features inside the game are even much better than FF 15. Smooth gameplay
and combat control, making it a must grab game for those who like Action RPG games!. When i bought this game. It
was fun in the start. But when i tried to play it after when i was done with the game. It didn't work anymore, Don't
recommend buying it.. Extremely disappointing, was expecting a marble blast ultra type game. Could be decent without
extremely loose controls and frame stuttering both in game and when loading. You can't move the camera and this
makes it awkward to know where you're going at some points. Can't move while in the air, losing out on a lot of
precision in my opinion. Strange, out of place, music in main menu, and on the topic of sound, jumping sounds like
something out of a powerpoint. Game is marketed as being beautiful but in reality has extremely simple and dull textures
that are dolled up using cheap lighting effects. Can't navigate the menus with a controller though to be fair it does say
that it has only partial controller support. I wanted to complete the game so I could give a fair review but I just can't
bring myself to play it any longer. I could go on listing issues but I'll just say it was definitely not worth the $2.54 I paid
for it.. It's short, it's buggy, but it is fun.

Pros:
+demo highlights EVERYTHING you need to know about the game
+You can climb the background mountains and weird terrain to get incredible vantage points and occasionally jump over
sections of open levels
+character and weapon upgrades were unnecessary and kind of encouraged the creator
+gun wielding enemies shoot projectiles instead of hitscan
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+a few open arena areas that facilitate full movement with a bit of verticality (kind of like some doom 2016 sections)
+enemies occasionally drop health and ammo (maybe dependent on health like doom 2016?)
+when weapons are almost fully upgraded and energy modes are utilized, enemies die quickly

Cons:
-nazi enemies are bullet sponges upon first meeting
-lack of variety in enemies until later in the game
-only 8 levels
-passageway in 3rd level is too hidden to be found by the player (it holds the green rune and is next to the entrance of the
altar room)
-level 4 is way too open and is only tolerable after fully upgrading speed and climbing the mountains
-bland visuals, increasing graphics options doesn't help
-VERY poorly unoptimized (lower down to lowest settings in order to get best performance)
-haste infusion is only useful against the first boss who is immune to fire and stun
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Combat in this game - which there is a lot of - is interminably boring. The combat consists of sets of three rounds of a modified
rock-paper-scissors format. The game randomly generates your list of RPS choices, meaning its a game of RPS where you
might just get forced to pick rock.

Seriously, that's the combat engine.. I'm trying to make some customs starbases like the one shown above, but I can't seem to
figure it out. Do I need the the Crusade Expansion Pack to go along with this DLC? I didn't see a hull type: starbase in the base
game.. Your character starts at the very bottom, but can grow into a badass pirate legend. You'll soon captain you own ship and
be given missions from several factions. You can help, hurt, or lie to mutliple factions. It's also possible to be neutral.

Pros:
-The story pulls you in right away and finds reasons for you to be invested in your character.
-Action and intrigue throughout, no slow points or endless text.
-Skills go up over time, based on what you choose.
-Buy, capture, or recruit additional pirate ships. Each ship has it's own backstory.
-Good replay options. Mainly through aiding different factions.
-Plenty of choices and characters you can interact with.
-Hunting down, out manuvering, fighting and boarding other ships is fun.
-Curses, ghosts, mermaids, sea monsters, tyrants, and treasure.

Cons:
-The story is too short. It's a big problem and the only reason there are cons on this list.
-Characters are pretty static.
-The author tries to make it a mystery of who the pirate king is. But it's pretty clear there's only one candidate. Would have been
so much better to have a big reveal in the final chapter.
-The ending was wrapped up very quicly, with surprisingly no reprocussions. Doesn't really say what happens to you or the main
characters.
-I had alot of leftover money at the end. I wanted more things to spend it on, or leave a legacy.

Overall:
-Alana Joli Abbott is such a great writer, and I would definitely play another game by her. BUT the story suffers from being too
short. All the elements of an epic tale are there, but never fully realized. I do recommend this, epsecially if you like pirates, but
you may be disappointed by the end.. Knight War

A fun variation on Total War gameplay. Teleport your Cavalry into the archers, clear an entire regiment with a giant, smite your
foes with lightning. The choose your own adventure style quest prompts are pretty interesting, and numerous enough to keep
you guessing. On the other hand, it takes forever. 100 hours is one playthrough, and its not all interesting. I recall the endgame
as a lot of wandering around stomping down rebellion, trying to capture all of England, finally.. Great extra in comparison of the
Heroes 7 standard (Fortress faction, neutral units, artefacts, heroes, etc) I didnt encounter any bug. I had love if heroes 7
standard was that good from the start. I recommend this game.. Playing this game, I imagined a man in my head. This man had
recently picked up a copy of Football Manager 2014 and decided that, while he liked the basic premise of managing a football
team, he felt that the game interface needed to feel more.. alive. So he did some research and found out that the most alive you
can get in a simulation game is to have actual things with lives! So he played The Sims. "This is a fun game," The Man thought.
"I bet I could merge this perfectly with Football Manager!"

That man was wrong. He was wrong and I gave him my money. What a fool I was.... This is the game that taught me I don't like
the point & click adventure genre unless it's comedy, because oh man, who cares, honestly?
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